Budgets in PAM
Version 4 of PAM introduces a new way of preparing crop strategies. Versions prior
to version 4 enabled you to prepare budgets via the Utilities menu option “Add a
Budget”. This menu option no longer exists.
The budget window looks very much like the Paddock Activities Diary screen and the
Paddock Season Summary Screen…

Special Features of the new Budget Screen.
1. The “Budgets” menu … Add a new Budget. Click on this a see how we create
a new budget:

As you can see the steps are a) Name it, b) Select the season c) Nominate
whether you want the records to be entered on a weekly basis or a monthly

basis… then d) set up the start and ending months or weeks.
Monthly Budgeting: If you choose to enter records on a monthly basis the first
page of the “Add Wizard” looks like this:

Weekly Budgeting: If you choose to enter records on a weekly basis the first
page of the “Add Wizard” looks like this:

2. The Budget Name is displayed at the top left of the budget window. Other
budgets can be easily retrieved using this pick-list.
3. You see in the image above that we have used “Months” as our budget record
intervals. By doing so, we get a listing of months down the left side of the
screen. If we chose weekly intervals, we would see weeks listed down the left
of the screen.
4. When your budget is completed you can come back to it at any time and
convert the budgeted activities to actuals or to plans.
5. When a budgeted record or job is converted to a plan or actual, you will see a
red “tick” in the Applied column.
6. PAM has several useful reports for budget data and several others that may be
convenient at budgeting time. Of course all the reports from your historical
records are also available via the “Report” menu.

Costs of consumables in PAM Budgets
The list of consumables and there costs are shared between the Budget data and
the Actual data. Therefore you need to be a little careful when you make any changes
to the costs per unit of your consumables.
Suggestion 1 :
In Configuration / Consumables … You could print out your current costs per unit
by clicking on the “Browse” button and then:

1. Select the consumable items column and the cost column for printing
then…
2. Print the report so you have a hard copy of the list prices, then
3. Alter the prices to suit your budgeting session
Suggestion 2
Enter your budget records using the costs that are in the configuration lists and use
the Backdate Costs facilities under the Tools menus where you set up your lists …

In the Backdate costs window, choose :
1. Data Type = Budget
2. Select the Budget you are working with

3. Choose to use the current item costs (assuming you have worked through
the original costs and edited them for the current budget) … or … use the
current costs in your lists altered by a percentage (either increased or
decreased).

Harvest Income in PAM Budgets
As you would be aware, you can backdate harvest income in the same way as you can
backdate consumable costs in PAM.
If you look at the Configuration / Crop Types and Associated Lists and Settings
screen, Harvest Classes tab … you will see a “Backdate Income” button.
Click on this to alter the income received for your budgeted harvest entries.
Increase or decrease the harvest income per unit by a percentage.
TIP: Add a new harvest class called “Budget” for each crop type so you only need to
alter the price of one harvest class for budgeted harvest entries.

Converting Budget Records to Plans or Actuals
As the season unfolds, you can (if you want to) convert the budgeted activities to
plans or to actuals.
Obviously things may change and your budgeted records will need some editing. We
therefore display your budgeted records in the new Edit Wizard where you can set the
correct job date and make whatever changes you need to. See the section of these
notes that refer to the Edit Wizard for more details.
Please note that budgeted records are retained for future reference. When a budgeted
record is converted to a plan or actual, you will see a “tick” on the budget screen.

If you want to you can convert a budgeted record more than once! By using the
“Areas” button on the Edit Wizard, you can choose to apply the budgeted activity to
any area(s) (paddocks or cropped areas) on the farm.

Budget Reports
Here are some examples of some of the special Budget Reports …

Happy Budgeting !

